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Nowadays many capital-intensive assets used in the manufacturing and energy sectors are 

equipped with numerous sensors to monitor their physical performance, operational 

characteristics, and degradation behavior. However, the complex characteristics of the generated 

data streams including the high-dimensionality, volume, variety, spatio-temporal structure, and 

poor quality of the data, pose significant analytical challenges. In this talk, I will discuss how 

statistical and machine learning techniques can be used to develop scalable prognostics models 

for predicting the residual useful lifetime (RUL) of assets using a verity of degradation data 

streams. The first part of the talk focuses on building a tensor-based regression framework that 

utilizes degradation image streams to predict RUL, and provide advance warning of impending 

failures of industrial assets. Specifically, a (log)-location-scale tensor regression model is 

proposed in which the time-to-failure is treated as the response and degradation image streams 

as covariates. The second part of the talk deals with the missing data problem in prognostics. In 

practice, degradation data streams or time-to-failure observations contain significant levels of 

missing and corrupt observations. Inspired by the matrix completion, a new low-rank 

prognostics model is proposed that can effectively utilize the information of incomplete signals 

to not only predict the RUL but also impute the missing data. This talk is based on joint works 

with Xiaolei Fang and Nagi Gebraeel. 
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